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production, as they see the action in more of a three-dimensional light. whereas a
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5e is the arch above the stage referred to as a proscenium
the actors perform. The audience faces the stage and views

:ommonly called "the fourth wall," meaning;they see only one
ese theaters are large and ornate with a transformative
:en transfers to the attitudes and behaviors of the audience, as
me when theater was the driving force of entgrtainment.

Different of Thea

Proscenium Stage - C y referred to as a "picture frame" stage, the characteristic
feature of the Proscenium

they feel transported to a t

Thrust Snge - This type o
for. This is because the
the stage on three sides.

stage can be had in any theater, but must be designed
;e juts, or thrusts, into the audience, and the oeating surrounds
is allows the audience to feel more immersed in the



Proscenium stage treats tlre fourth wall as a sort of cinema screen, the audience is allotted
1vi9w of a deeper stage, iand the actors must play to three sides of the stage.
End Stage - An end stag$ is a stage which is iaised on a platform and faces the
audience' It is usually forirnd at one end of a rectangular space. These types of s1agesproduce much of the sam{e effects of the Prosceniut theater. In fact, a theater in whichthe audience faces the sta]ge on one side but the stage lacks a proscenium arch is often
referred to as an end stag(r.
Arena Theater - often.re]lened to as theater-in-the-round, an arena theater is a square
space in which the audieqce surounds the stage on all sides. Because the audience views
action from all sides, therie is seldom much scenery and the focus is almost enti'ely on thewriting, acting, and costulne_design. This style of stage design usually is the result ofperforming in non-traditi$nal spaces such as restaurants or parks. This is a highly
immersing experience forl the audience.

Flexible Theater - A flexible theater design has the ability to greatly enhance the
intimacy between a produiction and the audience member. Due to the nature of tlhis
theater design, in which e'l"erything from the stage type to the seating uoung"-.nts can
be changed on demand, tlle audience feels involved-in the performance to the degree the
director desires. Whereas ian audience may see a play performed on a thrust stage in
January, they may view o{re as ar arefiatheater in fune.


